FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Fogco Systems Adds Programmable Microprocessor to Custom Fog Pumps
Chandler, Arizona: Fogco Systems Inc., a manufacturer of high pressure mist and fog systems for
industrial, commercial, and residential markets, is pleased to announce a new capability to their custom
fog pumps, a programmable microprocessor (PLC). The new PLC feature improves system
automation and tracks various aspects of operation to ensure the best results while increasing the
functionality of the pump overall. As a further advancement, the custom pumps now feature colored
lights that provide real-time feedback regarding the operation and maintenance of the pumps.

For customers, being able to custom program each pump sequence and control specific fog
system functionality leads to improved performance and desired results. The provision of
maintenance related messaging and the illumination of colored indicator lights that provide
instant feedback with regards to the pumps operation allows for better tracking of functions.
In their 25 year tenure as designers and manufacturers, Fogco Systems has remained committed to
continual product development and improvement by providing the highest quality purpose built

equipment in the industry. By adding the new PLC system capabilities to their custom pumps,
their history of striving for ease of use, product value and efficiency for their customers continues.
Anyone interested in learning about Fogco System custom fog pumps and the company’s next steps
towards product advancement can find out more by visiting the Fogco Systems website or by calling 1480-507-6478.
About Fogco Systems: The Fogco Systems manufactured product range includes standard and custom
pump designs of high pressure mist, dust control products and fog systems . Fogco’s specialty designed
systems utilize customized high pressure pumps, fittings, and components to take advantage of the
natural properties of water and create solutions for many different industrial, commercial, and
agricultural applications. Experienced design staff members help customers find the most appropriate
solution utilizing the power of fog and the natural properties of water.
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